ATD Tools

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL #: ATD7414
DESCRIPTION: BRAKE DRUM HANDLER

PRODUCT SIZE: 19 3/4” (L) X 17 3/4”(W)
OVERALL HEIGHT: 61 1/2”
LOW LIFT HEIGHT: 10 1/4”
HIGH LIFT HEIGHT: 15 1/4”
WHEEL DIA.: 8”

NET WEIGHT: 53.6 LBS
GROSS WEIGHT: 57.4 LBS
CARTON DIM.: 35 1/2” (L) X 16 5/8”(W) X 13” (H)
CUFT.: 4.405 CUFT (280 PCs/ 20’ CTN)

FEATURE

- REMOVABLE HANDLE
- FOR 15” ~ 16 1/2” BRAKE DRUM
- ADJUSTABLE BRACKETS